Please Order Early
- A Limited Number of Bulbs Are Available Please Order by August 15th. Bulbs will be shipped in early September.

Cherry Creek Daffodils
Nlodern Hybrid Narcissu s

Unless you specify substitution choices, I will send a refund check for
any sold out cultivar with your order.
Make Checks Payable To: Cherry Creek Daffodils.
For your convenience, we now accept Visa and Master Card.
Credit Card orders are charged when your order is received here.
I've only mailed this list to a small group of friends and we hope to be
able to fill all orders except for those marked 'few only'. If you would
like to call and confirm the availability of the 'few only' bulbs, my
phone number is below. You may also E-mail or FAX your order and
mail in your payment. If you are seeking some particular cultivar, you
might want to see if I grow it. I grow scads of daffodils in quantities to
small to list. I'll be happy to try and accommodate your special requests, gift orders, and inquiries for specific cultivar not listed, are
certainly, most welcome.
Please send payment with mail orders. I will confirm all orders via US
mail and/or E-mail within 15 days of receipt. Any refund check will be
sent with your order. ( Thank goodness for computers! ) All bulbs will
be sent to you in early September by Priority Mail. This should get it to
you within three or four days after posting. Orders sent in strict
rotation based on date received. All the bulbs in the list were grown
and personally cared for by either Sid DuBose of Stockton, California or
Steve Vinisky of Sherwood, Oregon. We both guarantee that the bulbs
are: Healthy, true to name, and that they grow in both California and
Oregon, as described.

CHERRY CREEK

bAFFOCALS

Stephen J. Vinisky - Proprietor
21700 S. W. Chapman Road
Sherwood, Oregon, 97140-8608
Phone (503) 625 - 3379 FAX (503) 625 - 3399
E-mail: stevev@europa.com
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9niroduction and (Season %Fes
I suppose that almost everyone who receives this catalog won't
be surprised in the least. Maintaining a named daffodil cultivar collection
with close to 5000 named varieties is probably ( Heather gently told me
that I could take out the probably! ) complete madness. Many daffodil
friends have suggested that I issue a catalogue so that other daffodil
lovers would have a reliable source for the new, rare or hard to find
daffodils that are a part my collection. Last year's small list of specialty
daffodils was well received and I thank each and every one of you for
your support. I'll try my best to continue to earn your trust and respect as
a supplier of high quality, well grown, true to name, daffodil bulbs.
My hope is that with your continued support, we will be able to
add color photographs in next year's catalogue and expand the listing. It
really takes about four years of advance planning and growing for
sufficient stocks of a variety to be "bulked up" to a salable quantity that
will meet the demand. My biggest concern is that I will not have large
enough stocks to meet your needs. As with last year, we will issue refund
checks for any sold out cultivar along with your shipment. My expectation is that this situation will ease somewhat over time as I learn to plan
better to meet the demand for the many hard to find bulbs in this listing.
If there is something that you must have, PLEASE ORDER EARLY. The early
bird gets the worm and all that. If you check the "substitution OK" box
on the order form, we will try to be most generous with any substitutions
we are forced to make.
Pricing is strictly based on availability of stocks. As with any other
crop, supply is subject to the season and the weather. Many bulbs listed
have never been offered for sale in the USA. All Southern Hemisphere
bulbs have been grown for at least four seasons in my fields and are fully
acclimated.
I've newly named and registered several seedling selections this
year, which is a first for me. Some of these will be available for sale in the
next year or two. Many exciting and lovely new daffodils will be appearing. I think that there is a good chance that they will meet your critical
approval.
Please feel free to ask about availability of cultivars not listed. I'll
try and help where I'm able!
Wishing you a tremendous 1998 Daffodil Season!
Steve and Heather Vinisky

L

1996 Offering of Daffodil Cullivars
9lybridized by (Sid cDucBose

Those of us in the daffodil world ( especially those of us that
live on the west coast ) know of the tremendous breeding
program that Sidney P. DuBose of Stockton, California has
ardently pursued over the past 30 years. Tens of thousands
of daffodil seedlings have been flowered, evaluated and
cared for over decades. Very, very few have met Sid's almost
impossibly high standards for ultimate naming and distribution .
Sid has a tremendous "eye" for superior quality flowers. He
has always demanded rigorous standards of performance of
his releases both as garden and show flowers. Every single
flower listed this year has won major awards at the highest
competition levels. With his flowers, Sid has earned an unmatched winning record for Red White and Blue seedling
entries on the west coast. Real advances abound in this list
and we hope you will find several to add to your garden this
year.
All of Sid's breeding work has been done in the hot, dry,
central California valley. Spring temperatures regularly run
into the high 90s! All selection work, color descriptions, and
bulb performance evaluations have been made in these
difficult daffodil growing conditions. Our expectation is that
these bulbs will do well in all parts of the country.
Sid truly feels that "the best of the best" are listed here.

aid (Du'Bose Cu&oars
Bright Spangles - 8Y-0,

Seedling # C34-6 = ( Matador x 0. P. ),

Sidney DuBose, 1992, 3
An award winning fertile ( both seed and pollen ) show tazetta
from Sid DuBose. A very good seeder that is producing exceptional
children. Show form and when well grown is just about unbeatable in its
class. A must for collections. Fragrant and lasts well when cut for a vase.
Tall strong stems with the bloom scapes held well above the foliage.
Blooms at the height of show season.
$ 20.00 each

Brooke Ager 2W-P,

Seedling # N16-18 = [ Pink Ice x (Coral

Light x My Word)], Sidney DuBose, 1997, 4
Named in memory of Brooke Ager, this flower is a fitting and
loving tribute. Intermediate in size, it grows to 13" or so in height. The
flower is just at two inches in diameter. The cup is the most stunning
deep red, 'pink' on opening and assumes a deep reddish rose coloration
at maturity. The perianth is flat with prominent mucro tips and carries a
deep pink flush even in the heat of California. Fine for the garden, lovely
in floral arrangements and it should gain more than its share of ribbons
on the show bench. A great selection with form, consistency, and deep,
intense color Fertile both ways and is a must for breeders of miniature
and small flowers. Ten dollars from each sale will be donated by Sid to
the Childrens Science Park that bears her name in Georgia. Only 5-6
bulbs available this year.
$ 100.00 each

Bryce Canyon -2W-P,
✓

seedling #A4-4 = (Accent x Salmon Trout),

Sidney DuBose, 1990, 2
What envy and plant lust this cuitivar aroused when first shown
by Sid. The cup is a suffused with a nice deep, rose pink that holds its
color well in the California heat. Clean, white, flat perianth is of regular
and precise form. Produces a high percentage of show blooms with
great pose. Fertile both ways. Another fine early show season flower that
dependably produces show blooms. Few.
$ 20.00 each

Dove Song - 2W-WWP,

Geometrics 2W-Y,

Seedling #MS42-30 = ( Precedent x Camelot ),

Sidney DuBose/Mary Dunn, 1992, 2-3
One of my favorite flowers. Absolute show perfection as far as its
form. Aptly named, it grows with precision and is rated very highly for
consistency. The milk white perianth is flat, smooth and complementary
to the straw yellow, short tubular cup. Fertile as both a seed and pollen
parent, it is transmitting its superb form to its progeny. A 'must have' for
showing and hybridizing.
$ 20.00 each

Halftone - 3W-Y,

Seedling #E71-1 = ( Olivet selfed ), Sidney

DuBose, 1992, 4
A pristine flower with flawless form and sophisticated coloring.
The perianth is wide, rounded, and 'Ace of Spades' shaped. The cup is a
lovely light, soft yellow deepening towards the rim. 'Halftone' is a
connoisseurs daffodil and perfect for entry in collection classes. The
subtle, soft colors make it a flower arranger's dream.
$ 15.00 each

Happy Talk - 2W-P,

(Precedent x Salome), seedling # G67-11,

1993, 3
A long lasting, exceptionally fine cut flower. The flowers are held
well above the foliage and at the perfect "look you in the eye" pose. The
flared, lightly scalloped cup has a lovely green eye merging with pink in
the throat and deepens to a salmony rose rim. Exceptional when forced
in pots. $15.00 each

Jubilant Spirit - 2W-P, Seedling #M73-3 = [(Precedent x Cordial)
x Dailmanach ], Sidney DuBose, 1994, 4
Wide, smooth, rounded, 'Ace of Spades' perianth sets off the,
deep, intense pink cup. The very white, smooth, silky, perianth has a
much thicker substance than its pollen parent. The cup is mildly flaring
with enough of a precise, scalloped edge to add character. The deep,
almost ruddy pink color of the cup is highly saturated and lasts well.
Proving to be an exceptional parent that will gain accolades when more
widely grown. Strongly recommended!
$ 35.00 each

seedling #D59-2 = ( Rainbow x Carita ),

lt-t- Sidney DuBose, 1990, 4
Another inspired cross. A perfect 'joining' of the perianth texture, smoothness, and width of the seed parent with the deep, vivid
color of the pollen parent. A quality show flower with scads of winning
ribbons to its credit. It is a fine grower, with very good foliage, exceptional substance and health. A steady, solid choice for fine show blooms.
$ 15.00 each

Love Sonnet - 2W-P, Seedling # H68-3 = [ ( Magic Dawn x
Salome ) x Verran ], Sidney DuBose, 1993, 3
A personal favorite which many consider to be one of the best
show flowers in this list. The perianth is always very wide, flat, smooth,
and refined. It scores highly for purity of whiteness. The well proportioned cup is slightly flared with an even and gentle ruffle to the rim. The
$ 35.00 each
cup color is clear pink deepening at the rim.
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Nob Hill - 2YYW-Y,

Seedling # ( Daydream x Sabine flay ),

Sidney DuBose, 1993, 2/3
For years I have turned to this flower for dependable, Quinn
Collection quality blooms. I have yet to be disappointed. Strong, medium yellow with the Daydream' halo on the perianth where it meets
the slightly deeper yellow cup. It blooms during the peak show season
and increases with vigor. May be very useful for breeding deeply flushed
perianth due to its parentage.
$ 20.00 each

Pale Hands - 2W-P,

Seedling # L56-4 = Salome x ( Peace Pipe x

Evans N58-2 = Rima x Alpine Glow ), Sidney DuBose, 1994, 3
A true, clear pink of precise form. The perianth is flat, smooth
and forms two wide, perfect equilateral triangles. The cup is slightly
flared with a precisely scalloped edge. A distinct green flush complements the junction of the perianth and cup. An excellent flower in every
way.
$ 25.00 each

Raspberry Rose - 2W-P,

Seedling # H76-24 = ( Ken's Favorite x

Verran ), Sidney DuBose, 1992, 3
The name describes the cup color perfectly! Deep, intense,
highly saturated pink. The perianth scores the highest marks for clean,
clear, whiteness and a fine show form. The tubular, perfect, half length
cup is in ideal proportion. If you know the parents, you understand the
potential of this elegant, thoughtful cross. Sid's outstanding selection
combines every single good point from both parents. One of the most
talked about flowers by knowledgeable visitors and it continues to gain
awards for those lucky enough to grow it. 'Raspberry Rose' is a superior
parent carrying both whiteness and the striking, deep color through to
its progeny. If you do not grow it, you should! One of Sid's best show
and garden flowers.
$ 25.00 each

Remembered Kiss - 2W-WWP,

Shadow Mist, - 2W-WWP,
(

Seedling # G55-1 = ( Misty Glen x

My Word ), Sidney DuBose, 1993, 2,
Knowledgeable exhibitors have referred to this flower as " a pink
rimmed 'Misty Glen' ". High praise indeed! It has the refined quality of
its seed parent but blooms early in the show season. An unusually high
quality exhibition flower for such an early bloomer. Great plant and a
tremendous grower producing tight, hard bulbs. Also produces seed
readily and is proving to be an outstanding parent. One of the best!
$20.00 each

Shady Lady (

name changed from 'Mistress Mine' )2WG-P, Seed-

ling #E32-2 = (Celilo x Cool Flame), Sidney DuBose, 1993, 3,
In the early 1980s, several of us that visited Sid regularly considered E32-2 to be equivalent to the Holy Grail in pink daffodils. Since then
it has gained many, many accolades and numerous admirers. This is one
fine flower and yes, it grows as it is color coded. The starched white
perianth is a perfect foil for the reddish pink cup. In favorable seasons,
the green band extends to close to half the length of the perianth
segments. It has a distinctive look and character that makes it stand out.
$ 25.00 each

Soft Rain - 2YW-Y,

Seedling #G49-2 = ( Limeade x Camelot ),

Sidney DuBose, 1994, 4
'Soft Rain' is a clear, luminous lemon yellow flower that glows on
the show bench or in the garden. The wide, round, flat, and smooth
perianth is finer than either parent and sports a subtle, greenish white
halo. The three quarter length cup is slightly flared with very light,
evenly spaced ruffling. The foliage is wide, sturdy and of the same
character as its pollen parent. Grows well and increases prolifically.
$ 30.00 each

Seedling #I58-13 = Dove Song

x ( Flamingo x Salome ), Sidney DuBose, 1994, 4
What a lovely rimmed pink! Much deeper, more intense pink
than 'Dove Song'. The very rounded, "Ace of Spades" perianth segments
are flat, smooth and a pure luminous white. Truly refined, tailored and
elegant. Many awards to its credit and a very steady increaser with good
health and foliage.
$ 25.00 each

Soothing Touch - 2Y-WWY,

Seedling #K47-1 = ((Rima x

Moonshot ) x ( Camelot x Daydream ) I, Sidney DuBose, 1994,4
A "Best in Show" winner while under number! Evocative and
ethereal. The creamy, melting lemon perianth is wide, flat and round
forming a perfect foil for the pale white cup with a deep yellow rim. A
great show flower that also gives breeders alternate gene lines for
$ 25.00 each
breeding Yellow-Pinks.

Starshine - 2W-P, Seedling #J10-3 = (Easter Moon x Arctic Char),
Sidney DuBose, 1994, 4
The perianth forms two perfect, equilateral triangles that are a
brilliant, clear, pristine white. This selection combines the fine qualities
of 'Easter Moon' with the high color value of Murray Evan's deeply
colored 'Arctic Char'. Now producing fine offspring. As a parent, it seems
to intensify 'Starshine's' already deep color and beautiful perianth! An
excellent, choice flower for show and highly sought after for breeding.
$ 35.00 each

Work of Art - 7W-P, Seedling # P38-411 = (Cordial x Canby ) x
N. jonquilla, Sidney DuBose, 1997,4
Named in honor of Art Davis who followed Sid's instructions to
the letter. Art was asked to cross a few flowers in a row of one of Sid's
pink selections. He crossed a few hundred flowers which resulted in a
beer stein full of seed! It took Art several tedious hours to get enough
jonquilla pollen in order to cross that many flowers.
In the mid 1980's Sid and I sweated in very hot weather to plant out
several thousand seedlings from this one, immense cross. Even as a
seedling under evaluation, 'Work of Art' was so much better, it was easy
to pick out among a sea of siblings. Simply put: The best pink show
jonquil I have ever seen. No hyperbole but in actual fact, a clear advance
in both consistency of form and deep color. Unusually smooth, very
white and deeply rose pink. Every stem can be cut and shown. Two,
mostly three, or even four superbly spaced, flawless blooms. Heavenly,
light, sweet, mouthwatering fragrance. The bulbs are of rapid and
vigorous increase. Has not been seed fertile for me ( not for lack of
trying! ) although it may be pollen fertile. I believe that the release of
'Work of Art' has raised the standard against which new Division 7s must
be measured. Yes, it is that good. Should be held back for another
season to bulk up stock. Only 4 or 5 bulbs are again available this year.
$125.00 each

The "Artwork Series" -

Pink Jonquilla Seedling Grex ( Seedling

Cross # P38) (Cordial x Canby ) x N. jonquilla, Sidney DuBose,
1998
The 'Work of Art ' cross was made in the early 1980s. ( C27-20
x N. jonquilla, see 'Work of Art' ). It was a very large cross that resulted
in several thousand seedlings.
Another unusual note: Even though the seed parent is a
standard daffodil, every single seedlings exhibits strong jonquilla
characteristics. Nary a Division 2 in sight.
This grex 'mix' is made up of siblings to 'Work of Art' that have
not been selected for naming, numbering, or growing on. These nonselected bulbs have been lifted and are available as a "pink jonquilla
mix". Colors will range from pale, almost white, to a deep pink. Many
are good enough for the show bench. Lovely in the garden and possessing the heavenly scent of the jonquilla tribe, they would make
smashing cut flowers. Some may be fertile but the bulbs were lifted as a
group, so you'll have to try them to make sure. If you have ever wanted
a swath of fragrant, pink jonquils for naturalizing, now is your chance!
$ 25.00 for ten bulbs
Extremely fine bulbs will be sent.

Great Gatsby 2Y-R, (

dill cPonnill CuMoors
Bill Pannill is, without a doubt, the most highly respected
amateur Daffodil Hybridizer in the World today. His talented
"eye" for show flowers is second to none. The seedling beds
at his home in Martinsville, Virginia have given all daffodil
lovers superb new flowers of amazing scope and breadth.
Every flower listed is of exceptional quality. Some of the
newest on the list are still in short supply. As stocks increase,
we hope to be able to bring you many more of his wonderful
new introductions over the next several seasons.

Castanets 8Y-O, (

Vulcan x Fire Alarm ), William G. Pannill,

3
A very recent introduction of Bill's that will easily take a "top
slot" in a color code filled with many worth contenders. Thoughtful line
breeding has intensified the color value to a remarkable degree. The
perianth is a dark golden yellow with heavy substance. The tubular,
modestly flared cup is three quarter length and of the darkest, reddish
orange. Fine breeder and a heavy seed setter that should be used by
$25.00 each
hybridizers interested in this wonderful color code.

, Homestead 2W-W, (

Easter Moon x White Prince ), William G.

Pannill, 3
One of the most awarded flowers in this list. 'Homestead' is one
of those rare flowers that wins blue ribbons, Best in Show, and always
shows up in collections year after year, from all areas of the country.
Immaculate texture, form and consistency. We find the best show flowers
from at least two year down bulbs. The flower grows and matures to
perfection if left on the plant for a few days after opening. If you don't
grow this flower, you should.
$10.00 each

Matador x Grand Soleil d'Or ), William G.

Pannill, 3
This is a fine flower in a Division that has had very few recent
additions. A smooth, multi floreted flower with an average of three or
four blooms per stem. The perianth is deep, golden yellow and the cup
color is dark reddish orange. A must for the show bench. The superlative
fragrance and tall strong sterns make this flower one of the most requested bulbs for the cut flower market.
$ 12.00 each

Leesburg 2W-W,

Glendermatt x Starmount ), William G. Pannill, 3
This 1995 Introduction is a glorious, vibrant white of undeniable
appeal. Another brilliant example of thoughtful breeding, Leesburg
demands a second look on the show bench. Consistently perfect in our
climate and in Virginia, it is one of Bill's most admired "whites". What a
pleasure to be able to offer a few bulbs of this exceptional white flower.
We do expect to sell out of our modest stock; PLEASE order this one
early!
$ 30.00 each

D er113.ay 2Y-Y, ( x ) William G. Pannill, 3
This very recent introduction is incredibly consistent with its
prolific production of flawless show blooms. Wide, smooth perianth with
the color of the deepest gold, back the tubular, perfectly in proportion,
cup. A fabulous sum was paid for one of these bulbs at an ADS bulb
auction a few years back. Good vigor and health but our stock is still
small. Only a very few bulbs to go.
$30.00 each

Lone Star 2W-W, ( Easter Moon x Cataract ), William G. Pannill,
3

Gasparilla 2Y-WPY,

Keepsake x (Camelot x Daydream), William

G. Pannill, 3
The color code given is correct. This lovely and sophisticated
beauty has been talked about and coveted by exhibitors since first shown
under seedling number. Great all around "doer" that is a must for
difficult collection classes. Has a uniqueness and style which sets this
flower apart. Really in demand from those that have seen it on the show
bench.
$30.00 each
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A perfect blend of each of the fine points from each parent.
Magnificent white blooms. Pristine, shovel shaped perianth segments
have a soft, velvety texture. The cup is also white, tubular in form with
light fluting and sports the oh so desired, classic narrow base. Again, low
stock and high demand.
$25.00 each
t--

,River Queen 2W-W, (

Easter Moon x Vigil ), William G. Pan-

nill, 4
Another peerless show flower. Brilliant white, perfect form,
highly consistent sum up River Queen. I have counted on this flower year
after year and never been disappointed. Fertile both ways, giving
healthy, vigorous progeny. Arguably, one of the best flowers listed.
Recommended without reservation as a superlative flower. $13.00 each

Shiloh 2Y-YYR, (

Loch Hope x Javelin ), William G. Pannill, 3

Choice 'Daffodils (Bred (By Other
glyhridizers of 9Thie cirom Wround The
world

This has an intense color value with a deep, "spun gold",
perianth and a vibrant dark red, tubular cup. Loch Hope has given the
width to the perianth while Javelin provides the refined, three quarter
length cup. Has carrying power in the garden and shows its true character on the show bench. A nice advance in this highly competitive color
$30.00 each
code. Only 6 or 7 bulbs.

Key Name, Color Code, Breeder, Flowering Season
All southern hemisphere bulbs have been grown for at least four seasons in Oregon.

Spring Break 2W-P,

(Interim x Rose Caprice) x Rose Royale,
William G. Pannill, 3
Wide, smooth perianth of the purest white sets off the beautiful
pink cup. Lightly fluted and slightly expanded at the brim of the cup, the
deep rose pink cup color really makes this a distinct pink. Great health,
vigor and plant habit. Admired on the show bench since the time it was
under seedling number. One of the most requested new Pannill releases.
Only 10 or so bulbs for sale. $25.00 each

Virginia Walker 1W-W, (

Panache x Cataract ), William G.

Pannill, 3
Our stock of this beautiful cultivar will, no doubt, be far too
small to supply the demand from those that have seen this flowers in the
shows. This is one heck of a flower. Icy white perfection pretty much
sums it up. Strong, wide, beautiful leaves, great bulb, and a magnificent
flower. Should be held at least another season to build stocks. Only 7 or
8 bulbs available.
$55.00 each

Abbey Elizabeth, 4Y-P, Hamilton, 3
Bailey, 20-0, Carncairn,2-3
Baldock, 4Y-P Hamilton, 3
Beauvallon, 4Y-ORR,
Buchan, 1Y-Y, Jackson, 2
Cairntoul, 3W-ORR, Lea, 4
Camden, 1W-P, Jackson, 3
Cameo King, 2W-W, Ramsay, 3
Carnearney, 3W-Y, Carncairn, 4-5
Clique, 2W-P, Jackson, 3
Corbiere, 1 Y-YOO, Lea
Egmont Gold, 2Y-Y
Evesham, 3W-GYY, Lea
Fine Romance, 2W-WPP, Pearson, 3-4
Fortescue, 4W-R, Jackson, 2-3
Glamour Girl, 3W-YYR, Brogden, 5
Gold Convention, 2Y-Y, Lea, 3-4
„Hanley Swan, 1W-W, Postles, 2-3
Hot Gossip, 2Y-O, Pearson, 2-3
Kiwi Magic, 4W-Y, Hamilton
7Lisnamulligan, 3W-R, Ballydorn, 4
CMachan, 2Y-Y, Jackson, 2
Mareeba, 1W-Y, Jackson, 3
--Nancy Reagan, 2Y-YYR, Roese, 4
__Neakahnie, 1W-W, Evans, 3
New Hope, 3W-Y, Brogden, 4
Old Stager, 4W-WWP, Jackson, 3
-POPS Legacy, 1W-Y, Phillips, 3
Red Hugh, 9W-GRR, Ballydorn, 4-5
Roberta Watrous, 7Y-GYP, Link, 3-4
Rory's Glen, 20-0, Carncairn, 3-4
Southease, 2W-GYY, Burr, 4
ncle Duncan. 1Y-0, Pearson, 2-3
,,Yum-Yum, 3W-WWY, Jackson, 4

------

--

..

ouperb Companion 'Bulb
ipheion uniflorum 'Rolf Fiedler'
One of our favorite, an certainly one of the most asked for bulbs
in my garden. This is a fantastic companion bulb for underplanting
Miniature Daffodils and "facing clown" taller bulbs like tulips. 'Rolf
Fiedler' is a vast improvement over the more commonly available forms.
Deep blue with few purplish overtones in favorable years. The flower is
much more rounded and broad than the type. It flowers at about four
inches in height and has prostrate, bright green foliage. Flowers appear
at the middle of the daffodil season. Likes a well drained soil in full sun.
Originally imported from England at nine English Pounds a bulb. Rare
and extremely choice. I think you will fall in love with this bulb. Worthy
for trial in every garden.
3 bulbs for $12.50
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$18.00
$20.00
$25.00
$12.00
$15.00
$ 6.00
$15.00
$35.00
$15.00
$25.00
$12.00
$15.00
$
Few only, $50.00:$45.00
$ 9.00
$ 8.00,
$25.00
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$35.00
$ 8.00
$20.00
$35.00
$ 8.00
$30.00 ,$30.00
$12.00
$ 7.00
Few only; $ 9.00
$12.00
$18.00
$15.00
$25.00
$10.00-` •
r.
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Winialure and (Species

'Daffodils

We hope we will be able to expand the Miniature and Species listing.
Quantities are limited.
,

ngei's Whisper 5Y-Y (

N. triandrus var. triandrus x N.

fernandesii ), Glenbrook Bulb Farm, 3
Wow. This may possibly be the single most exciting new Miniature daffodil hybrid to appear in a long, long time. The bloom scapes
reach about six inches in height for us. When well grown, it has had as
many as six florets per stem, with three seeming about average. The
flowers are pendant with a bell shaped cup which is nicely matched by
the dainty, graceful, upswept perianth. The flowers are beautifully
formed looking much like a good sized, soft yellow triandrus.. The
fragrance is absolute heaven being close to that of its jonquilla parent.
Showing true "hybrid" vigor it is prolific with flowering side scapes and
forms multiple bulbs. Has pretty much won every major Miniature Award
$20.00 each
in sight.

Elka 1W-W (

Parentage Unknown ), Alec Gray, 1-2
Perhaps the whitest and one of the best formed Miniature white
trumpets in commerce. Considered to be "shy" with bloom. It seems to
require heavy P & K ( Low Nitrogen ) fertilizer to flower well. I get the
most consistent flowering by lifting and replanting on a two year cycle.
Fertile pollen and occasionally seed fertile here. Height about six inches.
$ 8.00 each

Petite Buerre 1Y-Y, (

Little Gem x ? ), J. Gerritsen & Son
We think this might be the best formed of the commercially
available Miniature yellow trumpet daffodils. Bloom height is four to five
inches in Oregon. Nicely formed flowers are charming in the garden and
most are fine enough for the show bench. Our stock came from Lib
Capen years ago. We haven't seen it listed since. Highly fertile both ways
$ 7.00 each
and a heavy seeder in Oregon.

Narcissus fernandesii 10Y-Y, (

Grown from Seed )
To my mind, the form of the species is a key factor when they
are used as a parent in hybridizing. This offering of N. fernandesii is the
result of a 1990 cross made strictly for form. We offer row run seedlings
from this selfing. Most will be better formed than the average. Many will
be of exceptional form. Clear yellow, multiple flowers, and has the light,
sweet, evocative fragrance of the Jonquilla tribe. I have continued to
select and self this species with the fond hope of developing a superior
$ 6.00 each
formed "strain" for hybridizers.
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Narcissus jonquilla 10Y-Y, (

Mitsch N. jonquilla "Select" x
Mitsch N. jonquilla "Select" )
Following the same philosophy as the above "strain", these are
"row run" bulbs from our selling of two, extremely fine forms of the
Mitsch, N. jonquilla "Select". The results still show a fairly wide variation in form but roughly about a third are very nicely formed. Clear
yellow flowers, profuse bloom and pure, heavenly N. jonquilla fragrance.
$4.00 each

Narcissus tazetta odoratus, 10W-Y,

(Nursery Propagated)
A rare tazetta in commerce whia—si
irprises us greatly. Originally listed in two editions only, of Alec Gray's Miniature daffodil
catalogue. Starts to bloom in the field here at six to seven inches in
height. The scape and the foliage elongate over the growing season to
about standard tazetta height. The bulbs are enormous and unique in
their own right. The fragrance is completely unlike standard
paperwhites. I would describe the fragrance as closer to the beautiful
scent of Freesia. Dainty, multiple florets of average form but an all time
favorite here for bouquets and in arrangements due to the outstanding,
sweet, light fragrance. This rare listing is hardy outdoors in our Zone 7
climate.
$ 7.50 each

Snipe 6W-W, ( W. P. Milner x N. cyclamineus ), Alexander
Wilson
A long time show bench favorite. A Miniature daffodil of
character and style. Distinctive, graceful, white Miniature hybrid. Opens
with a yellowish ivory color which quickly passes to white. The dainty,
lightly backswept perianth segments are narrow but are perfectly and
evenly reflexed. Charming in clumps in the garden. Fertile as both a
seed and pollen parent. In hybridizing, complementary parents must be
chosen with care as the narrowness of the perianth segments seems to
be carried through to many of its progeny. Good grower and a steady
increaser. Again, only a few available.
$18.00 each

Snook 6Y-Y, ( N. nevadensis x N. cyclamineus ) Glenbrook Bulb
Farms
Limited stock but too fine a Miniature not to get into other
growers hands! Everyone that sees it in flower wants it. This is a most
intriguing and refined cross. Snook grows to about six inches in height
and is clear yellow throughout. Gently reflexed perianth with perfectly
formed, tubular cup. Classic N. cyclamineus form. Utterly lovely and a
fine increaser. Fertile both as a seed and pollen parent. Stocks have
been grown in Oregon for six seasons and are fully acclimated. Only
eight or so bulbs available.
$55.00 each
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Ali Supplies will be shipped on receipt of order

Vinyl Seedling or Pot Labels - These are NOT the usual 'disposable",
cheap, styrene plastic labels sold in most stores and catalogs. The die cut
labels are made of heavy gauge vinyl that will last. Vinyl plastic does not
become brittle and degrade when exposed to the sun. These are ideal
for labeling pots and for labeling daffodil seedlings. When written on
with a soft pencil or grease marker, the label will remain legible and
intact for four or five seasons. They'll last even longer if buried. We've
switched over to these labels exclusively. Five inches long by one inch
wide. I've found out the hard way that the popular, supposedly, indelible
ink pens will still fade away after two seasons of sun exposure. Trust me,
use a soft pencil or a china marker. These high quality labels are very
hard to find.
Bundle of 100 labels, $ 9.50
Aluminum Tags - Growing lots and lots of daffodils and keeping track of
them in garden or field conditions presents a challenge. Our answer for
long term, legible tags has been to use the "impressible", soft, aluminum
tags which we wire on to a stake. May be embossed with any pencil or
ballpoint pen. Perfect for trees, shrubs or any long term garden plant.
Box of 100 labels and matching precut wires $16.50
Color Coded Label Kit - We combine the superior aluminium labels
from above with a can of Liquid Vinyl Plastic Dip. We dip each end of the
( wired and filled out ) aluminium label in this liquid vinyl coating. The
plastic seals the ends and reinforces the wire leaving you with a sturdy,
almost indestructible, highly legible, color coded label at under twenty
five cents a label. Kit includes one can of vinyl dip, a box of 100 aluminium labels. Label samples and complete instructions.
Label Kit - $24.00
Liquid Vinyl Plastic Dip - Hard to find in stores. We offer cans for those
that can not find it locally. Will coat the ends and wires of about 150
labels. Available in : Yellow, Blue, Red, Black and Clear. Perfect for dipping tool handles in to provide a soft cushion grip. Has lasted five years
on labels in field trials here. Please specify at least two color choices.
$9.50 per 14.5 fl. oz. can
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( Name, Color Code, Page No. )

H
A
Abbey Elizabeth, 4Y-P 12
Aluminium Tags 15
Angel's Whisper SY-Y 13

B

Halftone - 3W-Y 4
Hanley Swan, 1W-W 12
Happy Talk - 2W-P 4
Homestead 2W-W 10
Hot Gossip, 2Y-0 12

R
Raspberry Rose - 2W-P 6
Red Hugh, 9W-GRR 12
Remembered Kiss 2W-WWP 6
River Queen 2W-W 11

1pheion uniflorurn 'Rolf Fiedler 11 Roberta Watrous, 7Y-GYP 12
Rory's Glen, 20-0 12

Bailey, 20-0 12
Baldock, 4Y-P 1 2
Beauvallon, 4Y-ORR 11
Bright Spangles BY 0 3
Brooke Ager - 2W -P 3
Bryce Canyon - 2W-P 3
Buchan, 1Y-Y 17

S
Jubilant Spirit - 2W-P 4

K
Kiwi Magic, 4W-Y 12

C

Shadow Mist, - 2W-WWP 6
Shady Lady, - 2W-P
Shiloh 2Y-YYR 11
Snipe 6W-W 13
Snook 6Y-Y 13
Soft Rain - 2YW-Y
Soothing Touch - 2Y-WWY 7
Southease, 2W-GYY 12
Spring Break 2W-P 11
Star Shine - 2W-P 8

Cairntoul, 3W-ORR 12
Camden, 1W-P 12
Cameo King, 2W-W 12
Carnearney, 3W-Y 12
Castanets 8Y-0 9
Clique, 2W-P 12
Color Coded Label Kit 15
Corbiere, 1Y-Y00 12

Labels 15
Leesburg 2W-W 10
Liquid Vinyl Plastic Dip 15
Lisnarnulligan, 3W-R 12
Lone Star 2W-W 10
Love Sonnet - 2W-P 4

D

Machan, 2Y-Y 12
Mareeba, 1W-Y 12

Uncle Duncan. 1 Y-0 13

N

V

Derby Day 2Y-Y 9
Dove Song - 2W-WWP 3

E
Elka

1 W-W 13
Evesham, 3W-GYY 12

F
Fine Romance, 2W-WPP 12
Fortes( ire, 4W-R 12

G

M

T
The "Artwork Series" 9

U

Virginia Walker 1W-W 11
Nancy Reagan, 2Y-YYR 12
Narcissus fernandesii 10Y-Y, 13
Narcissus jonquilla 10Y-Y 14
Narcissus tazetta odoratus 14
Work of Art - 7W-P 8
Neakahnie, 1W-W 12
New Hope, 3W-Y 12
Y
Nob Hill - 2YYW-Y 5
Yum-Yurn, 3W-WWY 13

0
Old Stager, 4W-WWP 12

Gasparilla 2Y-WPY 9
P
Geometries 2W-Y 4
Glamour Girl, 3W-YYR 12 Pale Hands - 2W-P 5
Gold Convention, 2Y-Y 12 Petite Buerre I Y-Y 13
Great Galsby 2Y-R 10
POPS Legacy, 1W-Y 12
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